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HE Arun river collects its waters from the north side of the Himalaya
and from the south side of the lower indefinite range known as the
Nepal-Tibet watershed. After flowing approximately eastward along the
grain of the country it turns abruptly south and in a series of magnificent
gorgescutsthroughthe HimalayabetweenMount EverestandKangchenjunga.
The remarkablebehaviour of the Arun and several other rivers in cutting
across from the plateau of Tibet through the much higher Himalayanrange
has frequently been commented upon, and two alternative theories, with
very different implications for the student of the geology and geography of
the Himalaya,have been put forwardto explain it. One of the theoriespostulates that at an early stage the Himalayahad ordinaryconsequent drainage,
the rivers flowing north and south from the crest. This simple drainage
patternis consideredto have been modifiedto its presentform by some of the
south-flowing rivers cutting back through the range and capturing rivers
on the Tibetan side. The much greaterprecipitationon the south side of the
range and the much steeper fall and thereforegreater erosive power are put
forward as possible reasons for the unusual behaviour of the south-flowing
rivers. The alternativetheory postulates that the Arun and similar rivers
always had their present courses which, when they were inaugurated,were
the easiest routes down an irregularsurface sloping towards the Gangetic
plain. Subsequently the Himalayan range is considered to have risen up
across the rivers, but so slowly that by vigorous erosion they were able to
keep open their originalchannels. If this lattertheory of antecedentdrainage,
as it is called, could be substantiated,it would provide definite evidence of
an importantearly stage in the surface form of the Himalaya, and it would
also give a definite indication of the mechanism by which the Himalayahas
grown to its present height.
The theory that the Arun has cut backthroughthe Himalayaand captured
Tibetan rivers has been supported by Hayden I and Heron.2 Fox,3 in a
discussion of Heron's paper, and Odell 4 have tentatively suggested the
alternativeview. Many others, especially Medlicott, Oldham, and Burrard,5
have discussed similar cases or the general case of which the Arun is an
T

Hayden, H. H., "The geology of the provinces of Tsang and U in Central Tibet,"
Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. XXXVI, Part 2, 1907, p. 5.
2 Heron, A. M.,
"Geological results of the Mount Everest Reconnaissance Expedition." Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. LIV, Part 2, 1922, pp. 2I5-34, and Geogr.J. 59
(1922)
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3 Fox, in the discussion of Heron's paper, Geogr. J. 59 (1922) 431-6.
4 Odell, N. E., "Observations of the rocks and glaciers of Mount Everest," Geogr.J.
66 (1925) 300. And Appendix in 'The fight for Everest,' pp. 305-6, I925.
5 Summaries with references are given in Burrard, S. G., and Hayden, H. H., 'A
sketch of the geography and geology of the Himalaya Mountains and Tibet,' revised by
by S. G. Burrard and A. M. Heron, Delhi, 1934, pp. 26I-6 and 347-9.
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example,but the evidencehas not been sufficientto come to a finalconclusion.
During the 1933 Mount Everest expedition there was an opportunity of
seeing much of the Upper Arun, and I propose to give here some general
observationson the physiographyof the region and then to describe certain
features which I believe afford definite evidence that the Himalayan range
has risen across the course of the Arun without modifying to any significant
extent the originaldirectionof the river.
The UpperArun and its tributaries
The relief of the mountain country through which the Arun flows can be
most satisfactorilyshown on a small-scalemap by giving spot heights along
the course of the riverand indicatingthe position of the high land by marking
all peaks of certain height intervals. Thus on the folding map all peaks
between I9,000 and 22,000 feet are shown by small triangles, and all peaks
above

22,000

feet by larger triangles. By choosing these particular heights

the position of the indefinite range, the so-called Nepal-Tibet watershedI
which forms the northernlimit of the Arun drainagesystem is well brought
out, while the main Himalaya is shown as a range with many peaks higher
than this. From the Survey of India maps on the scale of 4 inches to i mile 2
the profile of the river can be drawn (see folding map). The actual profile
is very differentfrom that of a graded river, the form given in a misleading
diagrammaticsection by Burrard.3An abrupt increase in gradient occurs
where the river leaves the plateau and begins to cut through the Himalaya,
and it is here, soon after the point where the valley floor becomes convex,
that the Yo Ri gorge, the first of the strikinggorges through which the Arun
flows, is found. The main gorge begins at Kharta Shika and with occasional
broadeningscontinuesfor the next 50 miles. Twenty miles beyond this point
the Arun joins the Kosi, then shortly reaches the southern boundary of the
Himalaya;here the river is at a height of only 200 feet althoughstill 400 miles
from the sea.
In Tibet the Arun has at least two names,the Men Chu for the first 60 miles
and then the Phung Chu as far as the Nepal-Tibet boundary. In this paper
I propose to simplify the nomenclatureand use the name Arun for the whole
of the river. The Arun rises on the north slopes of Gosainthan, a peak of
the Himalaya26,29I feet high, and for the first 50 miles its course is mainly
east along the strike of the rocks. Heron, who visited the uppermost part
of the river as a member of the first Mount Everest expedition, describes
how the few abrupt bends that the river makes are such that it avoids areas
where granite veins have hardenedthe rocks. From his geological mapping
Heron also showed that in Tibet the Arun tends to flow along synclinalzones.
In a region of mature topography rivers usually follow the course of anticlines, since the rocks are there more easily eroded. The fact that the Arun

1Formerly regarded as an easterly extension of the Ladak range but now given this
name by Burrard.
2
According to a personal communication from Professor Kenneth Mason the
probable error of these maps is not large enough to affect significantly the profiles
given in this paper.
3 Op. cit., Chart XXXVII.
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still flows along what were tectonic valleys in the originalsurface shows how
relativelyrecent is the development of the drainagesystem.'
At present, in its upper part, the Arun is a braded river flowing over an
extensive spread of gravels. Harder masses of rock stand up as subsidiary
hills within the valley (Plate i), and where hard bands cross the river minor
gorges occur.2 The valley is still youthful in character,but there has been
a recent prolonged period of aggradationwhich has filled the bottom of the
valley with a level spread of gravel. Still more recently the river has begun
to cut into the gravels, forming a system of river terraces-features which
have struck the eye of all travellersto the region. Although there are many
indicationsof a complex system of terraceswhich will require more detailed
maps and careful levelling for their interpretation,yet the last great spread
of gravels and the terraces developed from them can be widely identified
even during a hurriedjourney through the country. Moreover, the age of
this conspicuous period of aggradationcan be fixed relatively to the period
of maximum Quaternaryglaciation. Thus a quarter of a mile above the
confluence of the Dzakar Chu and the Arun the terminal moraine mounds
of a glacier coming down from the Nyonno Ri range are surrounded and
almost buried by the gravels of the recent period of aggradation(Plate 2).
This moraine is the lowest observed in the district and was formed during
the maximumextension of the Quaternaryglaciers. Further evidence of age
is also found at Rongbuk,where the same spread of gravels merges into the
outwash fan of the lowest moraine of the Rongbuk glacier. No fourfold
division of the Quaternaryglaciation such as is suggested for other parts
of the Himalaya by the work of Dainelli, H. de Terra, and T. T. Paterson
has yet been recognizedin the Arun region. All that can be stated at present
is that the spreadof gravelswas formedat the time of, and after,the maximum
Quaternaryglaciation of the region. For convenience of reference these
gravelswill be called the post-glacialgravelsand the terracesdevelopedfrom
them the main terraces.
About the middle of its course in Tibet, near Shekar Dzong, the Arun
has cut only shallowly (50 feet or less) into the post-glacial gravels. Traced
down stream the river is found to have cut increasinglydeeper. The Dzakar
Chu, a tributaryto the south, shows the same features. The heights of the
terraceshave only been estimated by eye and no reliancemust be placed on
the absolute values given, but the general increase down stream is obvious.
Traced from Tashi Dzom up stream,the terracesof the DzakarChu decrease
in height above the river, but shortly after Chodzong they begin to increase
again, and near Rongbuk they are well over Ioo feet. This ratherremarkable
behaviourof the terracesshould be searchedfor in other streamswhich turn
south towards the crest of the Himalaya. If it is found to be widespreadit
may be that it is an effect of the recentgradualupwarpingof the main Himalayan zone for which evidence is given below.
The largest tributaryof the Arun is the Yaru Chu, which rises in the hills
I Pascoe, E. H., in the discussion of Heron's paper, op. cit., p. 436, has suggested an
alternative reason for this relation between the river courses and the synclines, but it
seems probable that Heron's original suggestion is the right one.
: Heron, op. cit., p. 420.
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north of Kampa Dzong and enters the Arun from the east after passing
through the northern continuationof the Nyonno Ri range in the Rongme
gorge. Much of the middle partof the Yaruvalley has been recentlyoccupied
by a shallowlakeof which the small lakenear Tengkye and the marshesto the
south and south-west are the remnants. Spender I has stated that he found
evidence of this lake east of the village of Sar. Half a mile north of Linga,
which lies some 6 miles east of Tengkye Dzong, there is a curious long spur
of gravel pushing out southward from the hills on to the flat plain. In I933
I examined this feature and found that it was a delta of coarse materials
put down by a streamwhen the plain about Linga was coveredby a lake some
300 feet deep. The extent of the lake is not known, but should be easily
determinedwhen the region is carefullymapped.
The ChiblungChu, a tributaryof the Yaru Chu, cuts throughthe northern
continuation of the Nyonno Ri range at Jikyop in a gorge like that on the
Yaru Chu at Rongme. The height of the main terrace in the gorge is some
400 or 500 feet abovethe river,but tracedup streamthe height rapidlybecomes
less, and 7 miles abovethe gorge is only about 30 feet. Exactlysimilarchanges
in the relativeheight of the main terraceand presentriver-levelare to be seen
in the Rongme gorge and have been commentedupon by Spender.2 It would
be of great interestto determinewith reasonableaccuracythe absoluteheight
of the post-glacial gravels as the continuation of the Nyonno Ri range is
approached. Without this informationthe reason for the behaviour of the
terracesis in doubt; it may be that the gravelshave not been upheavedsince
deposition, the change in height of the terraces above the river being the
effect of rejuvenationwhich has only worked a small distance to the east of
the range. An alternativehowever,which I believe from the generaltectonics
of the region to be more probable,is that uplift of the range has caused local
upwarping of the recent gravels. Near Sar, also to the east of the Nyonno
Ri range, I found fine-grainedriver or lake deposits tilted away from the
range at 20?. A brief examinationshowed no evidence which would suggest
that the high dip was due to land slips,solutioneffects,or thrustingby glaciers,
and the silts seemedtoo fine-grainedto be the fore-set beds of a deltaoriginally
deposited at this angle. I had to conclude that the dip was the direct effect
of localized earth movement perhaps near a fault. It seems likely that the
former lake occupying part of the Yaru Chu valley and the apparently
upwarpedterracesin the Rongme and Jikyop gorges are the result of recent
uplift of the Nyonno Ri range.
The extentof the maximumglaciationin the UpperArun valley
Before describing the remarkablegorges which occur on the Arun river
I wish to review briefly the evidence which seems to me to eliminate the
possibility that ice, either as a sheet or as glaciers, has played any important
part in their development. All travellersagree that in Tibet evidence of an
ice-sheet or of extensive valley glaciers is nowhere conspicuous. A prejudice
in favourof the view that Tibet was once covered by ice seems to result from
the undoubtedly far greater extent of the Himalayanglaciers in past time.
I Spender, M. A., Geogr. J. 88
2

Spender, M. A., op. cit.

(I936)
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For instance,the ZemuglaciercomingfromKangchenjungaformerlyextended
down to a height of 9000 feet. Had the glaciersrunningnorthwardsfrom the
Himalayanpeaks had a tendency to persist to similar low levels, it is clear
that the whole of southern Tibet would have been covered by an ice-sheet;
this is the view originallytaken by Blandfordand later by Trinkler.2 Odell 3
has tentatively suggested that the Upper Arun drainage area shows some
general evidence of a former ice-sheet, but with this I am not able to agree.
Hayden stated that moraine from the mountains to the south occurs on the
hills near Kampa Dzong. This however might be explained by a single
glacier tongue from the Pauhunri group, though I observed neither near
Kampa Dzong nor in the Kanchenjhauand Pauhunriregion anythingwhich
would suggest this. An extension of the glaciers to far lower levels in the
Himalaya than in Tibet is to be expected because of the steeper gradients,
and because of the far higher precipitation. Even during a secular lowering
of temperaturesuch as would have no doubt occurred during the Glacial
Period it is probable that Tibet would require a considerable increase in
precipitationto nourish an ice-cap. In Pleistocene times the monsoon may
have been a little strongerand the Himalayaa little lower, yet I believe that
the precipitation reaching Tibet was still too small to allow an ice-cap to
form.
Within the Arun drainagearea I observed no definite traces of the effects
of ice away from the higher summit of the Nepal-Tibet watershed and
away from the Himalaya; there were on moraines, no "roche moutonnee"
or striated surfaces, no "crag and tail" effects, no U-shaped valleys or
glacially truncated spurs. It has been suggested that Tibet would support
an ice-sheet which would be so nearly stagnant that the usual effects of
moving ice would not be produced. Such a view is difficult to disprove.
However gradientsin much of England where the effects of the Quaternary
glaciationare conspicuousare much less than in this part of Tibet, and small
hills, as for instance those which rise up in the valley of the Phung Chu
near Pang La (Plate i), should not have remainedunmodifiedby the ice had
it ever covered the region. The waning stages of an ice-sheet as it broke into
lobes occupying the lower valleys should in particularbe indicated now by
terminals and lateral moraines, but none have yet been found. The present
glaciers flowing north from the Himalaya all show evidence of being more
extensive in the past, but the amount of extension was small. The lowest
moraineof the Rongbuk glacier is at Rongbuk,only 5 miles from its present
snout. The extension of other glaciers in the Nyonno Ri range, the Lashar
Plain valley, the Lhonak valley and about Pauhunri is comparablewith the
extension of the Rongbuk glacier. Thus in this part of Tibet there only
seems to be definiteevidence of a slightly greaterQuaternaryextension of the
present glaciersand no evidence for the former existence of an ice-sheet.4
I Garwood, E. J., Appendix, pp. 298-9, to 'Round Kangchenjunga,' D. W.
Freshfield, London, I903.
2 Geogr. J. 75 (1930) 225-32.
3Geogr. J. 66 (I925) 311-13.
4 De Terra, from his travels in Little Tibet, has come to a similar conclusion. Geographical Review, vol. XXIV, 1934, p. 32.
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The Yo Ri gorge
Yo Ri, a mountain I7,987 feet high, dominates on one side the remarkable
uppermost gorge of the Arun, while on the other it overlooks a low pass, the
Kuyok La, crossed by the mule track up the Arun valley as no way is possible
through the gorge. The present configuration of the region is remarkable
because the river has cut a deep, artificial-looking gorge like a railway cutting
between high mountains, whereas the way by what is now the Kuyok La
would seem to have offered a much easier route. Twelve miles above the
gorge, where the Arun is joined by the Yaru Chu, the river is flowing in a
broad valley over the post-glacial spread of gravels. Traced down stream
the valley remains open, but the river cuts gradually deeper into the gravels
lying in the bottom of the valley until at Kharkung, immediately before the
gorge, the river is flowing 700 or Iooo feet below the upper surface of the
gravels. Here the river plunges into the mountain side (Plate 3). The pass
which the river avoids is only about I8oo feet above the river, and is broad,
with slopes of easy gradient. The steep walls of the gorge tower 6o000ofeet
above the river on the west side and still more on the east. The gorge runs
south for 4 miles then turns through a right angle and continues in that
direction for another 4 miles before ending as suddenly as it began in a
broad valley. This valley is also floored by post-glacial gravels belonging
to a set extending up the Dzakar Chu, a tributary of the Arun. Into these
gravels the rivers have cut ioo feet or so (Plate 2).
The Yo Ri gorge was briefly described by Heron in a paper to the Society,'
and it was singled out for discussion after the paper by Mr. C. S. Fox and
Mr. A. R. Hinks, who both realized its extraordinary interest. No satisfactory explanation of it however was reached. When actually confronted
with the gorge it is impossible not to feel that, if this apparently unreasonable
behaviour of the river could be understood, it would throw light on the cause
of the anomalies of the whole Arun drainage.
Heron observed that the Yo Ri gorge is cut in hard gneiss while the pass
to the east is cut out of comparatively soft schists. I believe that the germ of
the explanation of the gorge lies in this observation which was confirmed in
I933. The change from the relatively soft schists of the Kuyok La to the
hard resistant gneisses is abrupt. Some shattering of the harder gneiss,
probably produced by faulting, was noticed at the entrance to the gorge.
This has not the appearance of the usual Tertiary gneisses, but seems rather
to belong to what I have tentatively called Peninsular India type.z Whether
faulting or an unconformity has produced the abrupt change in the rocks
was not decided.
Had the Arun ever flowed over the Kuyok La in relatively soft rock it would
never have changed by any ordinary process of river capture to its present
course through the corner of a mountain mass of much greater height and
composed of harder rock. On a small scale ice-sheets have produced channels
across spurs, but not only is the Yo Ri gorge on a very different scale but
there is no evidence in the region of a former ice-sheet. The enormous
thickness of sediments eroded from the region must be taken into consideraGeogr. J. 59 (I922) 42I,
: 'Everest 1933,' p. 320.
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tion in any explanationof the present gorge. Above the present surfacethere
formerlyexisted the Mount Everest Limestone Series, the Lachi Series, and
the Jurassicand Cretaceousbeds, in all many thousands of feet. The Arun
once flowed on a surface high above the presentone, and the course it now
follows may be taken as giving an indicationof the form of this surfacesince
the river must have followed the easiest downhill route. In this surface the
river incised itself and formed a valley; at the same time general erosion by
rain and streamslowered the whole area. The Arun, in its upper part, is still
cutting into soft sedimentary beds, and as a result the valley is wide with
gently sloping sides. Where the Yo Ri gorge occurs, the river, in cutting
down, has come across hard gneisses. The gorge which has been produced,
as in many other cases, is simply the result of the change to harder rocks.
Rain, streams, and the other erosive agents which tend to widen valleys
have had far less effect on the hard gneisses of Yo Ri than on the softer sediments fartherup stream,and thus the valley sides remain steep. The change
from the two types of rock occurs abruptly. The Kuyok La marksthe beginning of the softer rocks and has been producedby the generalerosion of rain
and small streamsand not by the river.
It is possible to decide what causes the change in the hardnessof the rocks
to which the formation of the gorge is due. The rocks forming the central
core of the Nyonno Ri range were reached at Yo Ri and on the east side of
the range above Phuru. They proved to be gneisses of Peninsular India
type which underlie the schists and gneisses of the Mount Everest Pelitic
Series and Limestone Series. The Nyonno Ri rangeis thereforestructurally
an anticline which brings up deep-seated and harder rocks. The deflections
in the courses of the Arun and the Yaru Chu round the Nyonno Ri range
suggest that an early stage of this anticline existed as an upwardbulge of the
surface on which the drainage was established. The increase in height of
the main terracesabove the river as the Yo Ri gorge is approachedsuggests I
that uplift is still going on (cf. below). As uplift and denudation continue it
is likely that the Yaru Chu where it makes an abrupt elbow bend at Sarwill
one day find itself cutting into the harder gneisses below the sediments on
which it is now flowing and then another gorge very like that at Yo Ri will
be formed.
The most interestingfeatureof the Yo Ri gorgeis its close associationwith
the low pass of the Kuyok La. If the original surface on which the Arun
flowed had been anything like the present one then the river would have
taken a course over the lower ground to the west of Yo Ri which is now the
Kuyok La. Since this is not the case the Arun must have firmly established
its course before the development of the present form of the land. Some of
the present greaterrelativeheight of the Nyonno Ri range above that of the
land to the north-west and east is to be ascribedto the directeffect of the anticlinal uplift, but much is probably the result of a secondaryeffect, namely,
the resistance to erosion of the hard gneisses of Peninsular India type which
form the range. Subjected to roughly the same intensity of erosion the hard
I This can only be suggested. The possibility that it is due to rejuvenation cannot
be ruled out until accurate measurements of the absolute height of the terraces have
been made.
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rocks of the Nyonno Ri range are lowered much less than the softer rocks
to the north-west,and thus is producedgraduallya greaterdifferencein height
than is producedby the directeffect of uplift. The historyof the development
of the Yo Ri gorge, as I read it, implies that the Arun has had exactly its
presentcoursefor a very long time, long enoughin fact for the greatinequalities
in height between the Nyonno Ri range and the ground to the west to be
developed.
Minorgorgeson the Yaru Chu and ChiblungChu
The Yaru Chu crosses the continuation of the Nyonno Ri range by the
Rongme gorge already mentioned, and its tributary, the Chiblung Chu,
crosses the same range a few miles to the north by the similar Jikyop gorge.
To the east of the rangethere is a low col between the two rivervalleys which
is 2000 feet lower than the range itself. Heron I commented upon this and
suggested that the Yaru Chu once flowed over the low col and joined the
ChiblungChu. He supposesthat a streamhas since cut backalongthe present
rivergorge at Rongmeand capturedthe Yaru Chu. An explanationessentially
the same as given for the Yo Ri gorge seems however more satisfactory.
The rocks at the col are almost unmetamorphosedand easily eroded sediments, while those of the range have been hardened by metamorphism
which was sufficiently intense for biotite to have developed in the slates.
General denudation must have been more effective over the region to the
east of the rangeand lower ground is thereforeto be expectedthere. Further,
the height of the river terraces and the existence of the former Yaru lake
suggest that there has been localized uplift of the Nyonno Ri range. This
would also have the effect of producing relatively low ground on the east
side. Besides the direct effect, the greater uplift has exposed more deepseated rockswhich, being harder,are less easily eroded. The differencein the
hardnessof the rocks is the factor essentially responsiblefor the gorge form,
but it is itself the result of a localized region of special uplift.
The main Arun gorge and its origin
For I I miles below the Yo Ri gorge the Arun river flows in a moderately
wide valley flooredby the post-glacialgravels. The river is at present cutting
into the gravels and the terraceslie 100-200 feet above the river. The main
Arun gorge begins abruptlyjust below the confluence of the Kharta Chu.
From a spur Iooo feet above the river at the entranceto the gorge a traveller
may look north over a treeless Tibetan landscape with the river flowing
between high gravel terraces(Plate 4). Looking south from the same point
the view is typically Himalayan (Plate 5); the valley is a narrow wooded
defile with such steep sides that it cannot be followed by a mule track. The
first description of this gorge was given by members of the Mount Everest
reconnaissanceexpedition2 and it was exploredby Morrisand Noel, members
of the second Mount Everest expedition.3
From the junction with the KhartaChu to Kimathangkathe riverdescends
Op. cit., p. 421.
: 'Mount Everest; the Reconnaissance
192I,'
pp. i IO-3 'Assault on Mount Everest I922,'
pp. 89-102.

and pp. 125-6.
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3300 feet in i8 miles, and the descent is made without definite waterfalls.
The village of Lungto near Kimathangkais stated to be situated on a terrace
or bench 200oo
feet above the river,I and indeed traces of similarhigh terraces
are to be seen at the top end of the gorge. Below this point the river enters
Nepalese territoryand Europeanshave not been allowed to visit it, but from
the maps it is clear that the river continues to flow in a gorge for another
40 miles, by which time it has descendedto a height of only 2000 feet. This
part of the valley can be roughly followed by a trackwhile villages and cultivated areasoccur at intervals.
The main gorge of the Arun is a magnificentexample of a feature which
occurs on many of the Himalayan rivers. The neighbouring Tista valley,
being in Sikkim,is better known. The part of this riverwhich is Tibetan in
characteris short, then the valley narrowsand becomes a gorge of the same
type as that of the Arun but not so impassable. This is no doubt becausethe
riveris smallerand is not ableto cut downwardsso fast as the Arun. The profile
of the Tista (see folding map) is closely comparablewith that of the Arun,
and again the gorge correspondsto the lower half of the convex portion of
the profile. Between Singhik and Dikchu the valley widens and some lateral
erosion by the river begins. In this region the profile changes from being
convex to concave again.
The profile of Himalayanstreams and rivers will provide an interesting
study when accuratedata can be obtained. Even from the existing maps of
Sikkim profiles can be drawnwhich show certainsignificantfeatures. Thus
streams of the foothills give an approximationto the even curve of a graded
river. Streamswhich rise among the once glaciatedhills from 12,000-I5,000
feet high have this even curve interrupted. In the case of two valleys near
the Natu La, which were visited during the I933 Mount Everest expedition,
the change from the normal curve of water erosion takes place at the lowest
point of the formerglaciersof the district. Here, where the ice had practically
no forwardmotion and where masses of moraine were being put down, the
valley lies above the level which would be expected if the curve of water
erosion was continued to the watershed. At this point there is also a change
from the narrowV-shapedvalley, due to rivererosion,to a broaduplandvalley
with U-shaped cross-section. The nature and extent of glacial erosion are
variouslyassessed by differentobserversand this is not the place to consider
the problem, but I am convinced that useful conclusionswould come from a
carefulstudy of the region about the Natu La.
The unusual profiles of the Arun and Tista, their gorges, and their
peculiarityin cutting through a high range, seem to be related facts having
the same cause. The views of differentobserverson the origin of the gorges
are summarized by Hayden and Burrard in 'A sketch of the geography
and geology of the Himalaya Mountains and Tibet,' which was revised in
1934 by Burrardand Heron. Despite differencein detail the varioustheories
areessentiallyof only two kinds, those basedon the idea of antecedentdrainage
and those based on the idea of river capture. In the revised monographthe
Arun and Tista are still, without question, given as examples of rivers which
have cut back their headwatersand captured Tibetan streams. The number
I 'Mount Everest; the Reconnaissance,' p. 125.
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of factorscontrollingthe behaviourof riversin such a region as the Himalaya
makes it impossible to reach a decision between the alternativetheories by
any deductive reasoning. It happens however that in the case of the Arun
the existence of the remarkableYo Ri gorge provides definite evidence in
favour of antecedent drainage. The peculiarities of the topography about
Yo Ri can only be explainedon the view that the present course of the Arun
was establisheda long time ago on a surfacehigh above the present one, and
that since that time some localized uplift and much general erosion has
greatly modified the original form of the surface. The possibility of any
recent captureof the upper part of the presentArun drainageby a Himalayan
riverseems thereforeto be eliminated. The hypothesisof antecedentdrainage
also provides a reasonableexplanationof the wide departurein the profile of
the Arun from that of a graded river. The present profile of the Arun must
be regardedas a temporarystage due to uplift of the Himalayanpart of the
valley along with the generaluplift of the whole Himalayanregion. The thick
gravels flooring the valley were the result of a period of aggradationwhich
extended into post-glacialtime. It seems likely that this aggradationis to be
ascribed to more vigorous uplift which partly dammed back the river or at
any rate reducedits gradient. The originalArun must have found a downhill
course among the minor undulations of the original mountain slope which
formed the descent from the Tibetan plateauto the Gangetic plain, in those
days perhaps an arm of the sea. No such general surface exists nowadays
because since that time the range of the Himalayahas risen acrossthe middle
part of the river's course.
Isostasyand the upwarpingof the Himalayanregion
The effect of loading and unloading the crust of the Earth can be studied
in the records of the formationand dissipation of the Quaternaryice-sheets
of the world. Despite complicating factors, due for instance to changes in
the volume of water in the oceans or to mountainbuilding movementsin the
crust, observations in Scandinavia and North America demonstrate conclusively that when thick masses of ice have developed the crust has been
depressed, and that later when the ice has disappearedthe crust has slowly
and somewhat irregularly risen. The difficulty of understanding the
mechanism of these effects, the obscurity of their relations to the complex
results obtained by gravity surveys, and the confusion that exists about the
exact meaning of the word isostasy, should not be allowed to mask the fact
that the loading and unloading of the Earth's crust has the effect of raising
and loweringthe averagealtitudeof the surfaceby an amountwhich is roughly
proportionalto the load added or subtracted.
Where the Arun crosses the Himalayathe majortopographicunits are less
complex than elsewherein the range (Plate 6); the Tibetan plateauis a fairly
even surfaceat an averageheightof about I 6,ooo feet, and the Himalayaclosely
approachesa linear feature. As a result of this simplicity certain probable
effects of erosion can be better discussed for this region than for other parts
of the Himalaya. The removalby the riversof vast quantitiesof rock to form
the deep valleys which here cross the range should have produced local
uplift due to reductionof the load on the crust just as uplift has taken place
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with the disappearanceof an ice-sheet. NansenI and Jeffreys2 have both
discussed from a theoreticalpoint of view the natureand extent of the vertical
uplift to be expected where valleys are formed and deepened in a mountain
range. The Arun river provides evidence that the effects which Nansen and
Jeffreys considered theoretically likely have in this part of the Himalaya
actuallytaken place.3
Many observers have given evidence of recent and even present uplift of
the Himalaya. Pliocene overthrusting in the foothills was proved by
C. S. Middlemiss,4who also showed that the recent Karewa deposits sweep
over the Pir Panjal range with dips which in places reach 50?.5 The latter
observations have been confirmed by Dainelli.6 De Terra 7 has recently
given geological evidence that the uppermost topographicrelief in the area
between Kashmir and the Indus valley "has suffered from gentle warping,
long after the Tertiaryorogeny, and subsequent even to the intra-Pleistocene
folding." Some of the recentearthmovementin certainpartsof the Himalaya
seems to be the result of a continuation of horizontal pressure which produced the original region of high elevation, but some seems to be vertical
uplift of a differentsort. In Sikkimand the neighbouringpartsof the Himalaya
there is evidence that uplift to maintain approximateisostatic equilibrium
during the development of the valleys is the cause of the upwarpingand is
responsible for the extra height of the Himalayan range above the plateau
of Tibet. I have briefly stated elsewhere8 that if the Sikkim part of the
Himalayawere levelled by piling the tops of the mountainsinto the adjacent
valleys, a plateau sloping gently towards the plain of the Ganges would
result, and that the height of this plateauwherethe main rangeof the Himalaya
now stands would be approximately 15,500 feet. It is significant that 15,500

feet is a little lower than the averageheight of that part of the plateauof Tibet
which lies immediatelyto the north of Sikkim. In relation therefore to the
isostatic balance of the crust the Himalayanrange is here equivalent to the
southwardextension at a steadily declining height of the edge of the Tibetan
plateau. It has been shown above that the Arun and Tista rivers must have
originated on just such a surface. Here then is some evidence that maintenanceof approximateisostaticbalanceduringa periodof erosionis the cause
of the upwarping. The EasternHimalayaas I visualizeit have been produced
in two distinct stages 9 and by two differentprocesses. The first stage was the
production by horizontalcompressionof an elevated plateau in approximate
I Nansen, F., "The Earth's crust, its surface-forms and isostatic adjustment."
Norske Videnskaps-Akademi, i Oslo i Mat. Natur., Klasse 1927, No. 12, 1928, pp. I-21.
2 Jeffreys, H., Gerlands Beitrage zur Geophysik Bd. XVIII Heft, I/2, 1927,
pp. 17-18.
3 Garwood, in D. W. Freshfield's 'Round Kangchenjunga,' has given other evidence
for vertical uplift and tentatively suggested that isostatic uplift consequent on shrinkage
of the glaciers of the region was the cause.
4 Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. XXIV, Pt. 2, pp. 59-142, I891.
5 Mem. Geol. Surv. India, vol. XLIV, p. 241, 1923.
6 See E. G. Garwood's review. Geogr. J. 63 (I924) 243-6.
7 H. de Terra, Mem. Connecticut Acad. Surveys, vol. VIII, p. 67.

8 Nature, vol. 132, p. 28, 1933; and 'Everest

1933,' pp. 328-3I.

9 This conclusion I have stated before ('Everest 1933,' pp. 330-3I).
recently given other evidence for the same view (op. cit., p. 71.)
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isostatic equilibrium. This plateauis essentiallythe present plateauof Tibet,
but when formed it extended farthersouth over the region which is now the
Himalaya. The second stage, which is presumablystill going on, is one of
verticalupwarpingof the edge of the plateauto maintainapproximateisostatic
balanceas the rivers cut deeper and deeper valleys into its edge. The second
stage is the one which has producedthe extra height of the Himalayanmountains above the plateauof Tibet. In the EasternHimalaya,without the deep
valleys and gorges,it is probablethat therewould have been no peakstowering
feet above the plateauof Tibet.
10,000ooo

THE BRITISH

GRAHAM LAND

EXPEDITION,

1934-37
SINCEthe work of the British Graham Land Expedition was last summarized in the August number of the Journal,a whole season's sledging
has shown that the lower third of the map publishedwith that summarymust
be radicallyaltered. Before the flight of Sir Hubert Wilkins in December
GrahamLand was thought to be a long peninsulaof the main continent.
I928,
The indications of the photographsand observationsfrom that flight were
that the peninsula was an archipelagowith at least three channels cutting
throughit, which were named CraneChannel,CaseyChannel,and Stefansson
Strait, from north to south respectively. The existence of the two southern
channelsis now disproved,and much doubt is cast on that of CraneChannel.
The work of one Australian,Rymill, has undone the work of another, and it
must be admittedthat photographsfromthe air underthe conditionsof a long
and hazardousflight may lead to entirely erroneous conclusions. Until the
expedition returns with its detailed surveys it is impossible to estimate how
greatthe changesin the map will be, but it seems likely that StefanssonStrait
will have to be replacedby a fjord opening eastwardsfrom a more or less icecovered plateauup to 7000 feet in height, and that AlexanderI Land must be
magnifiedto at least five times its supposedsize.
It will be rememberedthat the Penolaleft the shore party on BarryIsland,
at the north-easterncorner of MargueriteBay, in March 1936. Rymill had
with him at the base Bertram, Bingham, Fleming, Hampton, Meiklejohn,
Moore, Riley, and Stephenson. The early winter (southern) of 1936 was
spent in training the dog-teams for the projected sledge journeys, overhaulingthe equipmentand fittingskis, insteadof floats,to the plane. Blizzards
at the beginningof May, the worst yet experiencedby the expedition, delayed
the formation of the sea-ice; the wind at its strongest reached a force of
I Io m.p.h., and a hurricaneforce of 90 m.p.h. was recordedfor several days,
accompaniedby low temperatures.By May 15 however the ice was bearing
in most places, after a period of calm, cold weather,and nearly a month later
it had reached a thickness of over II2 feet. Conditions seemed to promise
well for the spring sledging programme.
On June 9, in the uncertainwintertwilight, Hampton, Rymill, and Fleming
made a flight southwards after two trial trips, and saw, from a height of
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